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Abstract
Following the information age, a new computational data structure known as blockchain has risen to prominence as an open, public, distributed
ledger with a wide range of uses. With applications in secure sharing of medical data, voting mechanisms, cross-border payments, personal
identity security, and most notably cryptocurrency exchange, blockchains seek to revolutionize how we handle our data fundamentally. On the
other hand, the technological development of quantum computers has opened several vulnerabilities to numerous blockchain applications.
Therefore, improper methods of establishing privacy for blockchain can compromise large amounts of user data, making the development of
high-level privacy-preserving mechanisms impervious to quantum computing of great importance. In this research, we developed three security
schemes for quantum computing-resistant blockchain applications. The first security scheme was the use of classical-quantum mappings for zeroknowledge proof of data. The second security scheme proposed was an optical encryption scheme for information security under the basic double
random phase encoding framework using enhanced complexity and immunity in the Fresnel domain. The final mechanism we proposed is a
wavelet-based steganography scheme for increased storage, concealment, and limited accessibility. We used a wavelet domain to transmit
pseudo-quantum signals in RGB color QRs for robust and secure data encryption capabilities.

Keywords: Blockchain; m-band wavelet transfor; Steganography; Pseudo quantum signaling; Quantum signaling; Grover's algorithm; Shor's
algorithm; Asymmetric key cryptography; Fresnel domain; Fresnel diffraction; Quantum algorithm; Reverse encryption; Color QRs; Quantum
cryptography; Transaction verification; Proof of work; Post-quantum cryptography; and Optical encryption scheme.

1. Introduction
More in today's world than ever, the establishment of a stable and efficient network for recording data is paramount,
for in the wake of the information age, significant applications are becoming more and more digitized, and the threat of
information leakage threatens significant aspects of a society which rely on information confidentiality [38], [47].
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The mishandling of a data pool can jeopardize millions of people's data, including IP addresses, names, date of birth,
address, social securities, banking information, medical data, housing information, transactions, records, and so on.
Examples of this include the Anthem Blue Cross breach that put about 80 million individuals' medical data at risk or
Yahoo's data breach subject to the most significant data breach in human history in which a record 3 billion of its user
accounts were impacted.
As a result of this increased reliance on computer systems, the area of cybersecurity is becoming increasingly important
and internet devices often for data management due to the growth in the number of intelligent devices, the integration
of computer sciences and data retrieval, and the growth of numerous applications that use the internet and rely on
information technology. Unfortunately, due to the increasing threat to establishing robust and efficient security
methods for privatized data, researchers, mathematicians, government agencies, and computer scientists among others
are left to find a solution [1].
One significant technological development, as of late, is the rapid development of quantum computers [6], [8]. Quantum
computers and quantum algorithms employ quantum mechanics that have the capability to solve intractable problems,
that secure most internet commerce, and data stores today [17]. Consequently, finding secure data management,
storage, and transmission algorithms that are impervious to quantum computers is of monumental importance.
This paper uniquely employs a wide array of classical, quantum, and theoretical models to approach the development
of a post-quantum blockchain network, with extensive mathematical and programmatic research to support these
developments [9], [31]. Furthermore, the paper clearly illustrates the advancement of previous ideas in cybersecurity,
mathematics, physics, quantum mechanics, among other areas to establish a robust and efficient framework.

1.1 Prior works
The term post-quantum blockchain is defined as a set of security algorithms to implement a blockchain data structure
that is thought to be resistant against a cryptanalytic attack by a quantum computer. However, as of 2021, most
blockchain applications can be efficiently compromised by a sufficiently powerful quantum computer. Over the last
decade, researchers have been developing different mechanisms to establish privacy-preserving methods to improve
characteristics, such as implementing public-key cryptography and hash functions [1]. The improvements of such
privacy mechanisms fall under the study of post-quantum cryptography, which refers to cryptographic algorithms
(usually public-key algorithms) that are thought to be secure against a cryptanalytic attack by a quantum computer [8],
[9].
Quantum key distribution is a well-known privacy-establishing post-quantum cryptographic scheme. QKD is a
cryptographic protocol that allows two parties to generate a shared random secret key using quantum biases known
only to them via quantum entanglement. These biases can then be used to encrypt and decrypt messages. Another postquantum algorithm is Optimal Asymmetric Encryption Padding (OAEP) [49] which is a kind of Feistel network that
employs a pair of random oracles G and H to process plaintext data prior to asymmetric encryption that’s then put
through a one-way trapdoor permutation f. As a consequence, a combination technique that is secure against the
2
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plaintext attacks is created. Multivariate cryptography [50], a post-quantum cryptographic approach based on
multivariate polynomials over a finite field F, is another cryptographic system. The key security assumption is that
solving nonlinear multivariate equations over a finite field is NP-hard. [2], [5], [24], [31], [40], contains a list of other
methods.

2. Background
2.1 Blockchain
2.1.1 Key technologies
Hash algorithm: A hash algorithm is a function that converts data into a numeric string output of fixed length called a
hash value. This hash value is often used to verify data integrity, such as in the proof of work algorithm. These hash
values are designed to be collision-resistant, making the probability of different data creating the same hash value
doubtful and difficult to find [1]. The hash value of data is stored in the block of a blockchain. In addition, signatures to
verify transactions are commonly generated from the hash of an owner's private key and the data that needs to be
signed [6], [51].
Proof of work: Proof of work (POW) is a cryptographic-based zero-knowledge proof system that both proves some
data exists and that there is some computational effort done to support the authenticity of the data. In a blockchain
system, any node that wants to generate a new block must write all transactions to the blockchain and do a proof of
work puzzle to generate the block. Users are incentivized to mine and verify transactions in the blockchain for a reward.
The network relies on the blockchain, with the most work done to verify and transmit block information to other nodes
in the network [16], [21] (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Proof of work [54].

Timestamp: Timestamps are used to address the issue of double-spending. The blockchain system publishes the hash
block of items combined with a timestamp server and utilizes the timestamp network to establish that the data must
have existed at the moment, which implies that the ownership of the money in a transaction cannot be transferred again.
Each hash contains the preceding timestamp, establishing a chain, with each block strengthening the ones before it [1]
(Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Blockchains [55].

2.1.2 Design of blockchain
Structure of blockchain: The blockchain system is made up of a linked list of data blocks that keep track of all data
transactions in sequential order. Each block carries a timestamp, a hash value for its data, and the hash value of the
preceding block. Blocks are generated in chronological order, and once it is confirmed to be valid, it is challenging to
modify [1], [37].
Network of blockchain: Blockchain network: In Nakamoto, the stages to running a network such as a blockchain are
as follows:
•

All nodes in the network are notified of new transactions.

•

Each node collects transactions into a block.

•

When a user on a network node solves a proof of work challenge, the block is broadcast to all nodes.

•

Other nodes will only accept the block if the transactions are legitimate and have not been spent before.

•

The next block in the chain is generated using the hash of the accepted block as the preceding hash,
demonstrating that all nodes in the network accept the block (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Blockchain network [56].

2.2 Grover’s Algorithm
Introduction and importance: Grover's algorithm is a quantum computing search algorithm for an unstructured
search that finds with high probability the unique input given the particular output and BlackBox function. Grover's
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algorithm uses just O ( N ) evaluations, whereas a classical computer requires

O( N ) passes, where N is the size of

the function’s domain [6], [10]. Even if Grover's method does not give an exponential speedup over conventional
computers when compared to other quantum computing techniques (such as Shor's algorithm), it might be utilized to
speed up a wide variety of algorithms [32], [33]. Particularly for NP-complete problems which contain extensive search,
Grover's algorithm can speed up. Applications of Grover's algorithm include provable speedups for black-box problems
in a quantum query, including the collision problem. Consequently, because of the function inversion ability of Grover's
algorithm, the threat of collision attacks and preimage attacks which are fundamental to asymmetric cryptography and
blockchain, is heightened dramatically [10], [31].
Design
The steps of Grover’s algorithm are the following
Given a function f and oracle Uf in the form of a unitary operator such that

Uf|x〉|y〉 =|x〉|y ⊕ f(x)〉,

(2.2.1)

We may implement U w when U f has its control qubit in a state of equal super-positions (denoted as

| −〉 =

1
( 0〉 − 1〉 = H |1〉) . This can be written as
2
U f (| x〉  | −〉) = (U w | x〉)  | −〉 (2.2.2)

We also define Grover diffusion operator to be

U s = 2 | s〉〈s | − I (2.2.3)
Finally, we define

r(N) 


N , to be the number of times we wish to implement the amplification circuit.
4

1) We put all qubits into uniform superposition using a Hadamard gate.

| S〉 =

1 N −1
 | x〉
N i =0

(2.2.4)

1) We mark the state we wish to find by performing a phase flip that inverts a state's amplitude which can be done
by implementing an amplification circuit that further increases the marked state's amplitude while decreasing
the amplitude of all other states.

This is done by first applying the operator U w , then Grover’s diffusion operator , U s , r ( N ) times (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Subroutine utilized in Grover’s algorithm [57].

2.3 Shor’s Algorithm
Introduction and importance: Shor's algorithm is a quantum computing algorithm designed for integer factorization
that runs in polynomial time. On a quantum computer to factor [6], an integer, N, Shor's algorithm runs in order of

O((logN ) 2 ( loglogN )( logloglogN )), whereas a classical computing algorithm, say the general number field sieve

, would run at best in subexponential time with order of

O(e1.9(logN )1/3(loglogN ) 2/3 ). . Shor's algorithm is derived from the

quantum Fourier transform and modular exponentiation. Shor's algorithm is important because it can decrypt RSA
encryption [15], [49] more efficiently, which is often fundamental to signature technology and is crucial to the
authenticity of block transactions and, therefore, the network [8].
Design: The steps of Shor’s algorithm [11] are the following:

We define Shor’s algorithm for some number N such that function

f ( x ) = a x mod N and Q = 2 q , For

N 2  Q  2 N 2 . We also define r to be the finite order of a mod N such that r is the smallest positive integer in
which

ar  1mod N . In order for the input and output qubits to hold a superposition of values from 0 to Q-1, we must

have q qubits.
First, we initialize the registers, which are at an initial state of |0〉, to states of superposition as shown:

(2.3.1)
Next, we construct an oracle to obtain, U f | x, 0 〉 = | x, f ( x )〉 , which gives us the following:
q

(2.3.2)
Using twice as many qubits as necessary guarantees at least N different values that produce the same f(x). Next, we
apply the inverse quantum Fourier transform to the input register in which we use a Qth root of unity in the form of 𝜔 =
𝑒

2𝑘𝜋𝑖
𝑄

to distribute the amplitude of a given quantum state among all Q of the |𝑦〉states. We, therefore, obtain the

following:
6
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(2.3.3)
This leaves us with the following superposition of more than Q states, but fewer than 𝑄2 states

(2.3.4)
Let 𝑥0 be the smallest of the 𝑥 𝜀 {0, . . . , 𝑄 − 1}. Then we can write m such that
𝑸−𝒙𝟎 −𝟏

𝑚−1 =⌊

𝒓

1

⌋ , and b such that 𝑥0 + 𝑟𝑏 < 𝑄 . We obtain the final state of the coefficient of |𝑦, 𝑧)〉:
𝑄

(2.3.5)
Each term in the sum represents a different path to the same result which means that quantum interference now may
occur. We may then measure our outcome. Since f is periodic, the probability of measuring some state|𝑦, 𝑧〉is given by:
2

1
𝑃𝑟(|𝑦, 𝑧〉) = |
𝑄
1
𝑄

|∑𝑚−1
𝑏=0
2

𝜔 𝑟𝑏𝑦 |2 =

∑
𝑥 𝜀 {0,...,𝑄−1}; 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑧

1
𝑄

2|

𝜔𝑚𝑟𝑦 −1 2
𝜔𝑟𝑦 −1

| =

2

𝑚−1

1
𝜔 𝑥𝑦 | = 2 | ∑
𝑄

𝜔 (𝑥0 +𝑟𝑏)𝑦 | =

𝑏=0

𝜋𝑚𝑟𝑦

2
1 𝑠𝑖𝑛 ( 𝑄 )
𝑄2 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 (𝜋𝑟𝑦)

(2.3.6)

𝑄

We can then observe that the probability converges to the unit vector 𝜔 𝑟𝑦 that is closer to the positive real axis or

𝑦𝑟
𝑄

is

to an integer, from which we see that s is very likely to be the appropriate order r or at least a factor of it. If 𝑓(𝑥) =
𝑓(𝑥 + 𝑠)we’re done; otherwise we try for other multiples of s or try again from step 1 (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Subroutine utilized in Shor’s algorithm [58].

2.4 Discrete M-band Wavelet Transform (DMWT)
Discrete M-band wavelet transforms (DMWT) use M filter banks (one of which is a lower filter-bank while the rest are
high pass filter-banks) where M ≥ 2, to decompose a K-dimensional signal into M different frequency levels. [3][5] In
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this research, we use a 4-band wavelet transform to transform input data X, into 4 frequency levels including a lowfrequency/approximation component and 3 high-frequency/detail components.
In Multiresolution Analysis, the theory about wavelets, a low-pass filter bank forms linearly independent vectors that
span the approximation space 𝑉𝑖 , while the high-pass filter banks form detail spaces 𝑊𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1. . . 𝑀 − 1. Each
approximation space can be decomposed into higher approximation and detail sub-spaces

Fig. 6. Diagram of the wavelet transform [59].
At each level, the wavelet transform [5] creates the approximation space and detail space.
For instance, a 4 band wavelet approximation space can be decomposed as
ℝN= 𝑉0 = 𝑉1 ⊕ 𝑊1,1 ⊕ 𝑊1,2 ⊕ 𝑊1,3 . (2.4.1)
We can further decompose this as
ℝ𝑁 = 𝑉3 ⊕ 𝑊3,1 ⊕ 𝑊3,2 ⊕ 𝑊3,3 ⊕ 𝑊2,1 ⊕ 𝑊2,2 ⊕ 𝑊2,3 ⊕ 𝑊1,1 ⊕ 𝑊1,2 ⊕ 𝑊1,3

(2.4.2)

Let an M-band wavelet have filter banks α(1), β(1), …, β(M-1). Then the filter banks have the following properties:
For m = 1, … , M - 1 :

Where N is the length of the filter bank, additionally if the M-band wavelet is k-regular, for
j = 0, … , K - 1.

(2.4.6)
(2.4.7)

5: 𝑇 𝑡 = 𝑇 −1 ,
where T is the wavelet transform matrix, and

(2.4.8)
An example of 4-band wavelet transform matrix T is given below [14]:
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Fig. 7. 4-Band wavelet transform [60].
For our two functions, we use a 4 band orthonormal wavelet to decompose our dataset into 4 frequency levels. We use
the 4 filter banks as shown in [3], [22], Table 1 below.
Table 1: Filter Banks for the 4-Band Wavelet Transform.
𝛽 (1)

𝛼
α1 =-0.0674

𝛽1

α2 =0.0942

𝛽2

𝛽 (2)

(1)

=-0.0942

𝛽1

(1)

=0.0674

𝛽2

α3 =0.4058

𝛽3 =0.5674

(1)

𝛽3

α4 =0.5674

𝛽4 =0.4058

(1)

𝛽4

α5 =0.5674

𝛽5 =-0.4058

(1)

𝛽5

α6 =0.4058

𝛽6 =-0.5674

(1)

𝛽6

α7 =0.0942

𝛽7 =-0.0674

(1)

𝛽7

α8 =-0.0674

𝛽8 =0.0942

(1)

𝛽8

𝛽 (3)

(2)

=-0.0942

𝛽1

(3)

=-0.0674

(2)

=-0.0674

𝛽2

(3)

=-0.0942

(2)

=0.5674

𝛽3

(3)

=0.4058

(2)

=-0.4058

𝛽4

(3)

=-0.5674

(2)

=-0.4058

𝛽5

(3)

=0.5674

(2)

=0.5674

𝛽6

(3)

=-0.4058

(2)

=-0.0674

𝛽7

(3)

=0.0942

(2)

=-0.0942

𝛽8

(3)

=0.0674

It’s easy to verify
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(2.4.9)
𝛼 ⋅𝛽

(1)

=𝛼 ⋅𝛽

(2)

=𝛼 ⋅𝛽

(3)

=𝛽

(1)

⋅𝛽

(2)

=𝛽

(1)

⋅𝛽

(3)

=𝛽

(2)

⋅𝛽

(3)

= 0

(2.4.10)

2.5 Fresnel Diffraction
In optics, the Fresnel diffraction equations are for the near field diffraction phenomenon, which can be applied to the
propagation of waves in near field electromagnetic fields around an object. Fresnel diffraction occurs when an electron
source or some observation point is placed at a limited distance from an item, and the result is viewed as spherical
waves dispersed from the edge of a specimen that interferes with the incident wave [14] ( they are observed as an
interference fringe or Fresnel fringe). In this research, we use a Fresnel transform (the diffraction of waves in the
Fresnel wave domain) to reconstruct an image from a phase-only mask with the various parameters, including Fresnel
wavelength transforms and propagation distances between an object and an image plane [25]. We use the Fresnel
transform as it has numerous valuable properties, including duality, translation, dilation, and unitary [28]. This unitary
property provides a perfect reconstruction of an image; the duality property allows us to compute the inverse Fresnel
transform and gives the ability to denote the amplitude and phase truncated constructions of waves in the Fresnel
domain [27] (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. Fresnel diffraction [61].
The Fresnel diffraction [27] (an approximation of Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction that can be applied to propagate waves
in the near field) can be simplified as the following:

(2.5.1)
So that the plane of the aperture is represented by 𝑥1 , 𝑦1 , while the plane of observation is represented as 𝑥0 , 𝑦0 , and z
as the length downstream. [36]

2.6 Color QR Codes
A QR code is a type of matrix barcode that can be interpreted and extracted for some pattern present in both the
horizontal and vertical components of the image. In this research, we use a stack red, blue, green (RGB) schema
intending to develop covert, colored QR codes in which the capacity to store information is increased, and security is
enhanced (Fig. 9).
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Fig. 9. Example of a color QR code [62].

In this research, we represent every pixel as an array [22], [23] with each pixel array being represented as [R, G, B],
defining some intensity of red, some intensity of green, and some intensity in blue (with 256 various intensities per
color channel though more colors and levels could be used). Since all colors can be spanned by the orthonormal color
basis of
𝑅𝑒𝑑([1,0,0]), 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛([0,1,0]), 𝐵𝑙𝑢𝑒([0, 0, 1]) 𝜀 𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑛 𝑅3 ,

(2.6.1)

Each color QR code can be stacked and split into these three color channels [41] (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10. Separation into color channels [63].

2.7 Quantum Computing
A quantum computer is a device used for quantum computation that makes direct use of quantum mechanics, which is
believed to solve certain computational problems. So, while normal computers store information in classical bits that
exist in a state of 0 or 1, quantum computers use quantum bits or qubits, which exist in a superposition of both states.
[2][3] Meaning that a qubit can be both

as well as any linear combination of them. Qubits can be

expressed as |𝜓〉 = 𝑎|0〉 + 𝑏|1〉 , where a and b are complex numbers in which |𝑎|

2

+ |𝑏|

2

= 1. Qubits may

also be expressed as a point on the surface Bloch sphere, in which there are infinite states for a qubit as shown (Fig. 11):
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Fig. 11. The bloch sphere [64].

𝜃

𝜃

2

2

Geometrically we can express the state of a qubit as, |𝜓〉 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠 |0〉 + 𝑒 𝑖𝜑 𝑐𝑜𝑠 |1〉 , where 𝜃 and 𝜑 are real
numbers. When we measure a quantum state because of quantum decoherence, when we measure a qubit in
superposition, it collapses into a probability of 0 or 1. When measured in accordance with Schrodinger's equation,
𝑖ℎ

ǝ
ə𝑡

|𝜓〉 = Ĥ|𝜓〉, [42], [52] we get that the probability of the outcome |0〉with value 0 being|𝛼|2 and the probability

of outcome |1〉with value 1 being |𝛽|2 .

2.8 Pseudo Quantum Signals
In this research, we propose a method to transform signals into a set of pseudo-quantum signals [2], [3], [20]. For some
signal 𝑆 = {𝑠𝑖 }𝑁 𝑖=1 , we define a linear pseudo quantum signal converter as:
𝐹(𝑠 ∗ ) =

𝑚𝜋
3

and 𝐹(𝑠∗ ) =

𝑛𝜋
6

, where 𝑠 ∗ = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑠𝑖 ), 𝑠∗ = 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑠𝑖 ), 𝑚 ∈ 𝑁 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 .

We convert the signal S into an interval [

𝑛𝜋 𝑚𝜋
6

,

3

(2.8.1)

], with 𝜃𝑖 = 𝐹(𝑠𝑖 ) for all i = 1, 2, 3, …, N. We can further express our

transformed result, F(s), as a signal value pseudo qubits
|𝑠𝑖 〉 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑖 )|0〉 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑖 )|1〉.

(2.8.2)

Then by definition, this pseudo-quantum signal can be processed by a classical computer to simulate a quantum space.
Hence, these signals are essential when only a classical computer is used to simulate quantum signals and quantum
mechanisms.

2.9 Asymmetric Key Cryptography
Public-key cryptography, also known as asymmetric cryptography, is a cryptographic system that uses a pair of keys, a
public key known to others, and a private key known only by the owner. In the system, any person can encrypt a message
using the intended receiver's public key that can only be decrypted using the receiver's private key. [21] The scheme
has the advantage of not manually pre-sharing symmetric private keys, making robust authentication possible (Fig. 12).
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Fig. 12. Asymmetric encryption protocol [65].
The generation of such key pairs depends on the generation of one-way functions (for instance, the ease of
multiplication of large numbers and difficulty of factorizations of such large numbers used in the RSA encryption, [16],
[30] which is used in most encryption applications).
Public key encryption algorithms are fundamental to modern cryptographic systems, including applications that ensure
confidentiality and authentication of electronic communications and data storage [6], such as the signature technology
used in numerous blockchain applications.

3. Privacy-Preserving Mechanisms
3.1 Quantum Mechanism for Zero-Knowledge Proof
3.1.1 Permissions
The current cryptographic hash functions widely used by blockchain applications are used to pass information
anonymously between users. These hash functions act as privacy-preserving mechanisms that ensure data anonymity
and usage in data storage and retrieval. However, hash algorithms suffer from Grover's Algorithm [6], [8], [10] because
they produce a fixed-size output given any random-sized input. The augmented speed of Grover's algorithm can be used
to expedite the collision attack and, therefore, compromise the blockchain's security [18].
In order to create a zero-knowledge-proof system that is resistant to quantum computer algorithms, we turn to
quantum information theory [40], [42], [44]. In quantum information theory, we have a quantum channel that acts as a
communication mechanism that can transmit quantum information that can be manipulated using quantum
information processing techniques [41], [43]. Due to the following quantum properties such as the no-teleportation
theorem (which states that qubits cannot be observed in a classical state), no-cloning theorem (which prevents a
quantum bit in superposition from being copied), no-deleting theorem [43] (which prevents a quantum bit from being
deleted), no-broadcast theorem (which prevents an arbitrary qubit from being delivered to multiple recipients), and
the no-hiding theorem (where quantum bits retain their information) quantum information theory has broad
applications of quantum communications.
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3.1.2 Steps to load classical data into a quantum channel

Fig. 13. Process to create a quantum channel [66].
To create a quantum channel we must first format our classical data into a quantum computing input format [44]. We
would then have to create a theoretical classical to quantum mapping that outputs a quantum state of entangled qubits
(which can be expressed as |𝑏𝑜 𝑏1 . . . 𝑏𝑛 〉 = |𝑏𝑜 〉 ⊗ |𝑏1 〉 ⊗ . . .⊗ |𝑏𝑛 〉 ). We can further improve on our quantum
channel by packing N classical bits into a quantum state of size 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝑁) qubits, which is enabled by the compression of
the classical bit count which enables our quantum algorithm for exponential speedup over classical algorithms, as
shown below in a recursive computation on an 8 classical bit system.

Fig. 14. Packing bits [67].

Algebraically we may represent the loading of four classical bits into a state of 3 entangled quantum bits as:
|𝜓𝐴 〉 = |𝜓𝛼𝛽𝛾 〉 = |𝛼𝛽𝛾〉 = |00〉 ⊗ |𝑏00 ⟩ + |01〉 ⊗ |𝑏01 ⟩ + |10⟩ ⊗ |𝑏10 ⟩ + |11⟩ ⊗ |𝑏11 〉,
≡ |00𝑏00 ⟩ + |01𝑏01 ⟩ + |10𝑏10 ⟩ + |11𝑏11 ⟩,

(3.1.1)

where A is a matrix containing 4 classical bit values of {𝑏00 , 𝑏01 , 𝑏10 , 𝑏11 } which are loaded into the three qubits {𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾}.
We must also optimize the data transfer from the classical domain into the quantum domain. To do so, we recall two
results: [42], [44] Shannon's Capacity Theorem and the Coding Theorem. The first provides an upper bound on the rate
at which information can be transmitted, and the second states that as long as the information rate is less than or equal
to the channel capacity, then there is a coding technique such that information can be transmitted over the channel with
an arbitrarily small probability of error. If the information rate exceeds the channel capacity, then error-free
transmission is impossible. [45] Thus, these two results dictate that we must compress the incoming bitstream in the
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classical domain, pass it through the channel, and then decompress the data stream at the output in the quantum
domain.
The approach to compress the classical input data is as follows: suppose we have a block of classical data of length N
bits. We then compress the N bits by a factor of 𝐿, where 𝐿 = −𝐸𝑆 [𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝𝑖 )] is the average entropy of a bit in the incoming
bitstream. If the length 𝑁 ≫ 1, then a single bit is mapped to L, for 0 ≤ 𝐿 ≤ 1. Thus, the block of length N is mapped to
𝑀 = 𝐿𝑁bits such that 0 ≤ 𝑀 ≤ 𝑁.The compression and decompression methods improve the data transfer by virtue
of the number of stages required in the circuit. This, in turn, reduces the number of loading circuits that are needed. The
particular type of circuit we are interested in has similarities to Fig. 13 (Cortese and Braje, 2018). When implemented
into a quantum algorithm, this circuit exhibits an exponential speedup compared to its classical counterpart.
Furthermore, we must show that the circuit's time complexity is 𝑂(𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑁)).
3.1.3 Properties of quantum channels
We now acknowledge some of the properties of quantum channels. For our purposes, we assume that all state spaces
are finite-dimensional. There are three ways we must look at this: the first is from the Schrodinger perspective, which
makes use of density matrices acting on the relevant state-spaces; the second is from the Heisenberg perspective, which
extends density matrices acting on 𝐻𝐴 to the full space of operators, and the third from the classical point of view, to
account for the cases in which the input data are classical in nature [38], [45].
In the case of Schrodinger, let 𝐻𝐴 and 𝐻𝐵 be Hilbert spaces of dimensions n and m, respectively. Also, let 𝐿(𝐻𝐴 )denote
the family of operators acting on 𝐻𝐴 , and let 𝐿(𝐻𝐵 )be defined similarly on 𝐻𝐵 . Then we define a purely quantum channel
to be a mapping 𝛷: 𝜌(𝐻𝐴 ) → 𝜌(𝐻𝐵 )between density matrices acting on the Hilbert spaces 𝐻𝐴 and 𝐻𝐵 such that 𝛷is linear,
𝛷is a positive map, the induced map, 𝐼𝑛 ⊗ 𝛷,is a completely positive map, and that for all density matrices 𝜌, 𝑡𝑟(𝜌) =
1.This then implies that 𝛷must preserve traces [44].
Since density matrices are only one type of operator, when viewing quantum channels in the context of the Heisenberg
picture, they form a (proper) subset of the operators acting on 𝐻𝐴 . Therefore, in this perspective, we extend density
matrices to the entire space of operators. We can do this once we have established a mapping between density matrices
and make use of the linearity property and the finite-dimensional assumption made above. Thus, let us consider
𝐿(𝐻𝐴 )and 𝐿(𝐻𝐵 )and the map 𝛷: 𝐿(𝐻𝐴 ) → 𝐿(𝐻𝐵 ) [42]. Note that the spaces of operators are Hilbert spaces equipped with
the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product. Therefore, we may obtain the adjoint map 𝛷 ∗ defined by the rule ⟨𝐴, 𝛷(𝜌)⟩ =
⟨𝛷 ∗ (𝐴), 𝜌⟩. This map takes observables on 𝐻𝐵 to observables to 𝐻𝐴 . Additionally, we can check that the adjoint map 𝛷 ∗ is
unital; that is, 𝛷 ∗ (𝐼) = 𝐼 provided that 𝛷is trace-preserving.
So far, we have only considered cases for which the input data is quantum. However, we must also consider the case
where the input data is classical. Therefore, we must generalize this treatment further in order to account for this. Thus,
let 𝛹: 𝐿(𝐻𝐵 ) → 𝐿(𝐻𝐴 ) be a linear map between the spaces of operators such that 𝛹is unital, and is a completely positive
map. Viewing the spaces of operators as 𝐶 ∗ -algebras we can then we can redefine our linear map to be an unital,
completely positive map between 𝐶 ∗ -algebras. Consequently, we can append the classical input to the operator space
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under the tensor product via 𝛹: 𝐿(𝐻𝐵 ) ⊗ 𝐶(𝑋) → 𝐿(𝐻𝐴 ), where 𝐶(𝑋) is the space of continuous functions defined on
the set 𝑋.
Some examples of quantum channels include states, observables, and a measure-and-prepare channel we now consider.
Let us suppose that party A and party B wish to send information between them. [15][17][37] Party A measures an
observable and sends the result to B classically. B then prepares their quantum system. In the Schrodinger perspective,
the measure-and-prepare channel is given by the composition 𝛷(𝜌) = (𝛷2 ∘ 𝛷1 )(𝜌) = ∑𝑖

𝜌(𝐹𝑖 )𝑅𝑖 , where 𝐹𝑖 and

𝑅𝑖 denote the 𝑖-th quantum state, and 𝛷1 and 𝛷2 denote the measurement map and preparation map, respectively.
3.1.4 Quantum mechanism for zero-knowledge proof
In cryptography, the zero-knowledge protocol is a method in which one party conveys to another party, some verifier,
that they know some value without conveying any information apart from the fact that they have that value. The essence
of zero-knowledge proofs is to prove that one possesses such information without revealing the information itself or
any additional information. These are done by trapdoor functions (like hash algorithms like SHA-256) [1], [6], [51], that
can only be inverted by knowing the solution or searching the entirety of the domain, which is an NP-hard problem.
However, using quantum algorithms, one could search the function's domain to effectively tamper or find out the
original information in 𝑂(𝑛). On the other hand, if one were to attack a user in a blockchain application that transmits
classical data into a quantum channel, they would find it difficult to copy data encoded in a quantum state [31], [44].
This means that if one tried to observe or eavesdrop on the quantum state, the qubit state would be changed due to
wave function collapse (no-cloning theorem), meaning that the server will be indicated if a user attempts to tamper
with data. [38].
We may prove that two people have the exact quantum representation of the data (near 0 chance of collisions and near
0 probability of someone finding a collision as qubits lose their coherence every time they are measured) if |(𝑃𝑟 ( |𝜓〉
) = 1) − ( 𝑃𝑟 ( |𝜓′〉 = 1)) | < 𝜀, such that |𝜓〉and |𝜓′〉 representing two quantum states of two separately
entered data set and where 𝜀is negligible.

Fig. 15. Diagrams of basic quantum gates [68].
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Implementing packet quantum network intercommunication between multiple parties (for example, swap gates
between two qubits to swap quantum states in a circuit) would enable us to transmit any zero-knowledge proof where
some user data exists and has associated data information.
In numerous large-scale blockchains, application servers use the existence hash trees or Merkle trees in which every
leaf node is labeled with the cryptographic hash of a data block, and every non-leaf node is labeled with the
cryptographic hash of the labels of its child nodes. The implementation is with the objective for storage optimization
while also retaining the zero-knowledge proof that some data value exists [6], [53]. We may similarly use the
entanglement of qubit states (in a tree-like structure) to retain zero-knowledge proof to entangle the quantum
representation of numerous data blocks while retaining the timestamp and block information [1], [37].

3.2 Asymmetric Encryption Algorithm in the Fresnel Domain
3.2.1 Intuition
In blockchain applications, the authenticity and integrity of a message, software, or digital document are validated using
digital signature technologies, with the primary implementation being the RSA encryption algorithm. Encryption and
decryption typically work using encryption algorithms and mathematically generated keys to turn plaintext to
ciphertext and back to plaintext. [11] [49]. However, because of the nature of quantum computing algorithms, such as
Shor's algorithm, many fundamental encryption algorithms are not quantum resistant [6]. We, therefore, propose an
optical scheme for information encryption under a double random phase encoding framework using phase-truncation
in the Fresnel domain with enhanced complexity and immunity.
To increase the security of the double random phase encoding, numerous image encryption schemes (such as fractal
Fourier transform, the gyrator transform, Fraunhofer domain, fresnel, etc.) [19], [27] have been proposed to transform
our double random phase encoding in different domains for placing encryption keys. We use the fresnel transform to
improve the robustness as we are offered numerous keys, such as the wavelength, free space propagation distance, and
sampling parameters. The Fresnel transform is also aberration-free [34] and easier to implement digitally [46].
In this research, we use a plaintext encryption scheme using a fresnel domain phase encoding and a modified
Gerchberg– Saxton phase retrieval algorithm [46]. The encryption scheme for an image is done by converting the
primary image into a phase-only mask which is then used as a fresnel domain key for encrypting further data and a
random intensity image (RIM) using random phase masks. We further add robustness by generating an asymmetric key
from the generated random intensity image [19], [20], [34]. To decrypt the primary image, we use a known-plaintext
attack method. In order to find the original image, one must figure out the phase-only mask, which requires the use of
the following encryption keys: the random intensity image (which can only be found out by finding the phase truncated
value and amplitude truncated value of the random intensity image), the random phase mask, and the encrypted image.
3.2.2 Single color encryption scheme
The steps to a single color encryption scheme are as follows:
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Suppose that f(x,y) is the primary single color image we use to input into the encryption algorithm. In this research, to
create double phase encoding in the Fresnel domain, we have to initially apply a (G-S) phase retrieval algorithm (an
interactive phase retrieval algorithm to find the phase component of a complex wavefront with the goal of minimal
error) [46]. The steps for the Gerchberg–Saxton algorithm are as follows:
We first separate the phase and amplitude of an image by multiplying the amplitude of the original image by a random
phase mask then taking its fresnel transform [35].
𝑓′1 (𝑥, 𝑦) = |𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)| ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖2𝜋𝑟1 (𝑥, 𝑦) , 𝑓′𝑛 (𝑥, 𝑦) = |𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)| ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖2𝜋𝑟𝑛 (𝑥, 𝑦)
(3.2.1)
𝐹𝑛+1 (𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝐹𝑟𝑇

𝑧
𝜆

[𝑓′𝑛 (𝑥, 𝑦)] =

𝑒𝑥𝑝{

𝑖2𝜋𝑧
}
𝜆

√𝑖𝜆𝑧

∫

∫

𝑖𝜋

𝑓′𝑛 (𝑥, 𝑦) ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [ ((𝑥 − 𝑢 )2 + (𝑦 −
𝜆𝑧

(3.2.2)

𝑣)2 ) ] 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦=|𝐹𝑛+1 (𝑢, 𝑣)| ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖𝜑𝑛 (𝑢, 𝑣}

Where 𝑓′𝑛 denotes n iterations through the G-S phase retrieval algorithm, z is the propagation distance, and 𝜆 is the
wavelength of the transform. Supplementary (x, y) and (u, v) represent the input and output domain of the function
respectively.
We then replace the amplitude of 𝐹𝑛+1 (𝑢, 𝑣),as shown: 𝐹′𝑛+1 (𝑢, 𝑣) = 1 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖𝜑𝑛 (𝑢, 𝑣)}
Now, we apply the inverse Fresnel transform 𝐹′𝑛+1 (𝑢, 𝑣) as:
𝐹"𝑛+1 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐹𝑟𝑇𝜆 −𝑧 [𝐹′𝑛+1 (𝑢, 𝑣)] = |𝐹"𝑛+1 (𝑥, 𝑦) | ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖𝜑′𝑛 (𝑥, 𝑦)}

(3.2.3)

We get that
𝑓′𝑛 (𝑥, 𝑦) = |𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)| ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖𝜑′𝑛 (𝑢, 𝑣)} = 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖𝑟𝑛+1 (𝑢, 𝑣)}

(3.2.4)

The final iteration of the modified G-S phase algorithm is completed by computing the mean-square error between
𝑎𝑏𝑠[𝑓′𝑛 (𝑥, 𝑦)]and 𝑎𝑏𝑠[𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)]

(3.2.5)
Once we have obtained the phase-only mask, we use the resultant phase-only mask as a Fresnel domain key for
encrypting randomly generated data, which is done by the following steps:
We first encrypt some random intensity mask denoted as 𝑒(𝑥, 𝑦),which is then bonded with a random phase mask
( 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖2𝜋𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦)} )whose Fresnel transform is calculated. Finally, we multiply by the already generated phase-only
mask, and its Fresnel transform is calculated again to generate our encrypted image [34], [35].
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𝐸1 (𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝐹𝑟𝑇

𝑧1
𝜆

𝐸(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐹𝑟𝑇

(3.2.6)

[𝑒(𝑥, 𝑦) ∗ 𝑖2𝜋𝑅(𝑥, 𝑦)]
𝑧2
𝜆

(3.2.7)

[𝐸1 (𝑢, 𝑣) ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖𝜙𝑛 (𝑢, 𝑣)]

In order to further enhance security, we can make our random intensity image generate two asymmetric keys.
[20][21][39] This is done by taking the Fresnel transform of the product between a statistically independent random
phase mask 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖2𝜋𝑅1 (𝑥, 𝑦)}and the random intensity image, which are then separated as two asymmetric keys (one
key being the spectrum's phase-truncation and the spectrum's amplitude- truncation).

𝑒1 (𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝑃𝑇{ 𝐹𝑟𝑇
𝑝1 (𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝐴𝑇{ 𝐹𝑟𝑇

𝑧3
𝜆
𝑧3
𝜆

[𝑒(𝑥, 𝑦) ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖2𝜋𝑅1 (𝑥, 𝑦)} ]

(3.2.8)

[𝑒(𝑥, 𝑦) ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖2𝜋𝑅1 (𝑥, 𝑦)} ]

(3.2.9)

3.2.3 Multi-color encryption scheme
The steps for a multicolor encryption scheme is as follows:
Suppose we have a color image f(x,y) which can transcript as three color channels𝑓𝑟 (𝑥, 𝑦), 𝑓𝑔 (𝑥, 𝑦), and 𝑓𝑏 (𝑥, 𝑦)[25]. We
use the process used in the previous section to convert each color component into phase-only masks.

𝐹𝑛+1{𝑟𝑒𝑑} (𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝐹𝑟𝑇𝑧 𝜆 [𝑓′𝑛{𝑟𝑒𝑑} (𝑥, 𝑦)] = |𝐹𝑛+1 {𝑟𝑒𝑑} (𝑢, 𝑣)| ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖𝜑𝑛𝑟 (𝑢, 𝑣}}

(3.2.10)

𝐹𝑛+1{𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛} (𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝐹𝑟𝑇𝑧 𝜆 [𝑓′𝑛{𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛} (𝑥, 𝑦)] = |𝐹𝑛+1 {𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛} (𝑢, 𝑣)| ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖𝜑𝑛𝑔 (𝑢, 𝑣}}

(3.2.11)

𝐹𝑛+1{𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒} (𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝐹𝑟𝑇𝑧 𝜆 [𝑓′𝑛{𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒} (𝑥, 𝑦)] = |𝐹𝑛+1 {𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒} (𝑢, 𝑣)| ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖𝜑𝑛𝑏 (𝑢, 𝑣}}

(3.2.12)

The color components 𝑓𝑟 (𝑥, 𝑦), 𝑓𝑔 (𝑥, 𝑦), 𝑓𝑏 (𝑥, 𝑦) are embedded with random intensity images
𝑒𝑟 (𝑥, 𝑦), 𝑒𝑔 (𝑥, 𝑦), 𝑒𝑏 (𝑥, 𝑦), as shown:
𝐸1𝑅 = 𝐹𝑟𝑇𝜆 𝑧1 [𝑒𝑟 (𝑥, 𝑦) ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖2𝜋𝑅𝑅 (𝑥, 𝑦)}], 𝐸𝑅 = 𝐹𝑟𝑇𝜆 𝑧2 [𝐸1𝑟 (𝑢, 𝑣) ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖𝜑𝑛𝑟 (𝑢, 𝑣)}]

(3.2.13)

𝐸1𝐺 = 𝐹𝑟𝑇𝜆 𝑧1 [𝑒𝐺 (𝑥, 𝑦) ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖2𝜋𝑅𝐺 (𝑥, 𝑦)}], 𝐸𝐺 = 𝐹𝑟𝑇𝜆 𝑧2 [𝐸1𝐺 (𝑢, 𝑣) ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖𝜑𝑛𝑔 (𝑢, 𝑣)}] (3.2.14)
𝐸1𝐵 = 𝐹𝑟𝑇𝜆 𝑧1 [𝑒𝐵 (𝑥, 𝑦) ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖2𝜋𝑅𝐵 (𝑥, 𝑦)}], 𝐸𝐵 = 𝐹𝑟𝑇𝜆 𝑧2 [𝐸1𝐵 (𝑢, 𝑣) ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖𝜑𝑛𝑏 (𝑢, 𝑣)}]

(3.2.15)

With the three color asymmetric keys generated as follows:

𝑒1𝑟 (𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝑃𝑇{ 𝐹𝑟𝑇

𝑧3
𝜆

[𝑒𝑟 (𝑥, 𝑦) ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖2𝜋𝑅𝑟 (𝑥, 𝑦)} ]
𝑝1𝑟 (𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝐴𝑇{ 𝐹𝑟𝑇

𝑒1𝑔 (𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝑃𝑇{ 𝐹𝑟𝑇

𝑧3
𝜆

𝑧3
𝜆

[𝑒𝑔 (𝑥, 𝑦) ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖2𝜋𝑅𝑔 (𝑥, 𝑦)} ]

(3.2.16)
[𝑒𝑟 (𝑥, 𝑦) ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖2𝜋𝑅𝑟 (𝑥, 𝑦)} ]

(3.2.17)
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𝑝1𝑔 (𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝐴𝑇{ 𝐹𝑟𝑇

𝑒1𝑏 (𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝑃𝑇{ 𝐹𝑟𝑇

𝑧3
𝜆

𝑧3
𝜆

[𝑒𝑔 (𝑥, 𝑦) ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖2𝜋𝑅𝑔 (𝑥, 𝑦)} ]

(3.2.18)

[𝑒𝑏 (𝑥, 𝑦) ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖2𝜋𝑅𝑏 (𝑥, 𝑦)} ]

𝑝1𝑏 (𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝐴𝑇{ 𝐹𝑟𝑇

𝑧3
𝜆

[𝑒𝑏 (𝑥, 𝑦) ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖2𝜋𝑅𝑏 (𝑥, 𝑦)} ]

3.2.4 Single color decryption scheme
The steps to a single color decryption scheme are as follows:
The goal of decryption is to figure out the original single color image, which is done by finding out the random phase
mask used. We find out the phase-only mask by figuring out the following: the encrypted image, the propagation
distances, the random intensity image (which is only found when a user has both asymmetric keys, those being the
amplitude truncated value and phase truncated value of the RIM), and the already generated random phase mask. Thus,
the following steps find the original single color image [20], [25], [34]:
𝑒(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑃𝑇{ 𝐹𝑟𝑇𝜆 −𝑧3 [𝑒1 (𝑢, 𝑣) ∗ 𝑝1 (𝑢, 𝑣) ]}
𝐹𝑟𝑇𝜆 −𝑧2 [𝐸(𝑥,𝑦)]

𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖𝜑𝑛 (𝑢, 𝑣)} =

𝐹𝑟𝑇𝜆 −𝑧1 [|𝑒(𝑥,𝑦)| ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖2𝜋𝑅(𝑥,𝑦)}]

(3.2.19)

(3.2.20)

𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐹𝑟𝑇𝜆 −𝑧 [𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖𝜑𝑛 (𝑢, 𝑣)} ]

(3.2.21)

The specific implementation of the encryption will be further specified in 4.3.
3.2.5 Multi-color decryption scheme
The steps to a multicolor decryption scheme are as follows:
We must first find each color channel for the original image [19], which is done by finding out each color channel's
random phase mask used. Then, we find out each component's phase-only mask by figuring out the following: the
encrypted color channel, the propagation distances used, each color channel's random intensity image (which is only
found when a user has both asymmetric keys, those being the amplitude truncated value and phase truncated value of
the RIM), and each color channel's already generated random phase mask [22], [25]. Thus, the original color image can
be found by the following steps:
𝑒𝑟 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑃𝑇{ 𝐹𝑟𝑇𝜆 −𝑧3 [𝑒

1𝑟

(3.2.22)

(𝑢, 𝑣) ∗ 𝑝1𝑟 (𝑢, 𝑣) ]}

𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖𝜑𝑛𝑟 (𝑢, 𝑣)} =

𝐹𝑟𝑇𝜆 −𝑧2 [𝐸𝑟 (𝑥,𝑦)]
𝐹𝑟𝑇𝜆−𝑧1 [|𝑒𝑟 (𝑥,𝑦)| ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖2𝜋𝑅𝑟 (𝑥,𝑦)}]

(3.2.23)

𝑓𝑟 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐹𝑟𝑇𝜆 −𝑧 [𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖𝜑𝑛𝑟 (𝑢, 𝑣)}

(3.2.24)

𝑒𝑔 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑃𝑇{ 𝐹𝑟𝑇𝜆 −𝑧3 [𝑒1𝑔 (𝑢, 𝑣) ∗ 𝑝1𝑔 (𝑢, 𝑣) ]}

(3.2.25)
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𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖𝜑𝑛𝑔 (𝑢, 𝑣)} =

𝐹𝑟𝑇𝜆 −𝑧2 [𝐸𝑔 (𝑥,𝑦)]
−𝑧
1
𝐹𝑟𝑇𝜆
[|𝑒𝑔 (𝑥,𝑦)| ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖2𝜋𝑅𝑔 (𝑥,𝑦)}]

(3.2.26)

𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐹𝑟𝑇𝜆 −𝑧 [𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖𝜑𝑛𝑔 (𝑢, 𝑣)}

(3.2.27)

𝑒𝑏 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑃𝑇{ 𝐹𝑟𝑇𝜆 −𝑧3 [𝑒1𝑏 (𝑢, 𝑣) ∗ 𝑝1𝑏 (𝑢, 𝑣) ]}

(3.2.28)

𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖𝜑𝑛𝑏 (𝑢, 𝑣)} =

𝐹𝑟𝑇𝜆 −𝑧2 [𝐸𝑏 (𝑥,𝑦)]
−𝑧
1
𝐹𝑟𝑇𝜆
[|𝑒𝑏 (𝑥,𝑦)| ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖2𝜋𝑅𝑏 (𝑥,𝑦)}]

(3.2.29)

𝑓𝑏 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐹𝑟𝑇𝜆 −𝑧 [𝑒𝑥𝑝{𝑖𝜑𝑛𝑏 (𝑢, 𝑣)}

(3.2.30)

𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑓𝑟 (𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝑓𝑔 (𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝑓𝑏 (𝑥, 𝑦)

(3.2.31)

Further security measures may be taken by applying an m-band discrete wavelet transform then creating a multi-image
encryption scheme that would have been decrypted [34] then combined with another through an inverse m-band
wavelet transform. This paper proposes additional encryption security through pseudo-quantum image steganography,
though there are innumerable post-quantum security schemes [22].
3.3 Color QR Code Using a Pseudo-Quantum Steganography Mechanism
In this research, we create a color QR code that uses pseudo quantum steganography to store more information than a
standard QR code and embed additional data with limited access privileges.
3.3.1 Connecting quantum and pseudo-quantum steganography
When one has qubit in superposition 𝑆𝑖𝑗 such that, |𝑆𝑖𝑗 〉 = 𝑎𝑖𝑗 |0〉 + 𝑏𝑖𝑗 |1〉 , one could embed quantum information
into approximation coefficients of a wavelet transformed data using a quantum computer as shown:

(3.3.1)
However, if one does not have access to a quantum computer, the following steps are used to simulate a pseudoquantum steganography process [2], [3], [22].
3.3.2 Steps to pseudo-quantum embedding
When embedding information once a stacked RGB-color qr is generated, 𝑓𝑟 (𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝑓𝑔 (𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝑓𝑏 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦), we
can then start the embedding process for which we split our color QR into 3 color channels which we can then embed
additional secret information using pseudo-quantum steganography [22].
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Step 1: Wavelet Transform: We perform wavelet transform on each channel of the color barcode to obtain the
approximation portion: 𝑇 = 𝑊𝐼𝑊 𝑡 , where T is the wavelet transformed barcode I, and W is the wavelet transform
matrix [6].
Step 2: Embedding process: Because of lack of access to a quantum computer one can mimic a quantum bit with the use
of Pseudo Quantum Signals. In order to perform this method, we first transform the approximation image and the secret
information into angle signals using the following linear transformations:

𝜃𝑖𝑗 =

𝛼𝑖𝑗 =

𝜋(𝐴𝑖𝑗 +𝜇1 − 2𝜇2 )
6(𝜇1 −𝜇2 )

𝜋(𝑋𝑖𝑗 +𝑣1 − 2𝑣2 )
6(𝑣1 −𝑣2 )

where 𝜇1 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐴𝑖𝑗 ), 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜇2 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝐴𝑖𝑗 )

where 𝑣1 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑋𝑖𝑗 ), 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣2 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑋𝑖𝑗 ),

(3.3.2)

(3.3.3)

Such that 𝜃𝑖𝑗 is the pseudo quantum signal angle vector of the wavelet approximation matrix 𝐴 and 𝛼𝑖𝑗 is the angle signal
vector of some secret information X. [2] The general linear transform ensures that the new approximation coefficients
𝜋 𝜋

𝜃𝑖𝑗 , 𝛼𝑖𝑗 are bounded by [ , ].
6 3

We can further use the uncertainty principle of quantum bits, to create a matrix K using a random number generator
such that the values of 𝑘𝑖𝑗 are bounded by [0,1]. We can then perform the Pseudo Quantum Signal Embedding as shown:

(3.3.4)
where m,n are 1 and𝜀is our embedding intensity.
Once the embedding process is done, we can perform the inverse of the linear transform to obtain the embedded
approximation wavelet as shown

𝐴𝐸,𝑖𝑗

=

6𝜃𝑒,𝑖𝑗(𝜇1 −𝜇2 )
𝜋

− 𝜇1 + 2𝑣1

(3.3.5)

Step 3 Inverse Wavelet transform: We finally replace the embedded approximation portion of the wavelet transformed
matrix,𝑇𝐸 , to get the embedded color QR, 𝐼𝐸 , as shown.
3.3.2 Extracting data from pseudo-quantum signals
Step 1 obtain pseudo-quantum signals: To generate the pseudo-quantum signals, one must copy the original and
embedded barcode. [22][23] Then after finding the approximation space of each matrix in the wavelet domain and
applying the linear pseudo quantum signal transform to both barcodes, we obtain 𝜃 and 𝜃𝐸 .
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𝑇 = 𝑊𝐼𝑊 −1

= 𝑊𝐼𝑊 −1

𝑇𝐸

𝜃𝑖𝑗 =

(3.3.6)

(3.3.7)

𝜋(𝐴𝑖𝑗 +𝜇1 − 2𝜇2 )

𝜃𝐸,𝑖𝑗 =

, where 𝜇1 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐴𝑖𝑗 ), 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜇2 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝐴𝑖𝑗 )

6(𝜇1 −𝜇2 )

𝜋(𝐴𝐸,𝑖𝑗 +𝑣1 − 2𝑣2 )
6(𝑣1 −𝑣2 )

, where 𝑣1 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐴𝐸,𝑖𝑗 ), 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣2 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝐴𝐸,𝑖𝑗 )

(3.3.8)

(3.3.9)

Step 2 extracting secret signals: Given signals 𝜃, 𝜃𝐸 , the extraction process for signal 𝛼 is as
follows:

(3.3.10)
where m, n, are 1.
Step 3 Obtaining Secret Information: In order to obtain the secret, we use the inverse of a linear transformation, which
was performed during the encrypting procedure as shown [7]:

𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑗 =

6𝛼𝑖𝑗 (𝑣1 −𝑣2 )
𝜋

− 𝑣1 + 2𝑣2

(3.3.11)

Confidential data may include audio files, an image, numeric information, even text information, etc.

4. Blockchain Application and Experiment Results
4.1 Datasets
We will use an auto-generated dataset and random images, among other numeric arrays, to embed in our research to
simulate our mechanisms in MATLAB and python environments. The dataset consists of a group of person objects that
takes any number of arguments so long as one enters a tested characteristic and the corresponding data to the
information (the method is modified to take string, numeric, float, timestamps, among other data types). However, for
the sake of simulating the experiment results, the dataset will generate a list of random people objects that generate the
following medical characteristic and corresponding data values: Last visited year (random [2000 to 2021] ), Medical
Center ID ( random [0, 50]), timestamp of appointment (random [2021 January 1st 0:00 am to 2021 December 31st
11:59 pm]), age (random [0, 121]), weight (random [5, 300]), zip code (random[00501, 99950]), number of covid shots
(random [0, 2]), number of tetanus shots (random [0, 2]), bmi (random [0, 40]), diabetes one test (random [YES, NO]),
diabetes two test (random [YES, NO]), allergies (random [YES, NO]), if a patient is working (random [YES, NO]), prior
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mental health conditions (random [YES, NO]), heart rate (random [YES, NO]), and whether or not a patient needs further
medical assistance (random [YES, NO]) for experimentation’s sake.
The dataset will be tested, sent back and forth, embedded, extracted, encrypted, decrypted, and chaos tested to simulate
the proposed privacy-preserving post-quantum blockchain mechanisms.

4.2 Post-Quantum Blockchain Design Using Pseudo Quantum Signal
One of the exciting applications of quantum computers is Grover's algorithm. Classically, searching an unsorted
database for a fixed-length output requires a linear search in 𝑂(𝑛) time. Grover's algorithm advantages quantum
mechanics to𝑂(√𝑛) which [6] is a significant speedup for even small domains, which poses a great threat to
cryptographic systems such as in the use of hashing in blockchain applications for zero-knowledge proof of the existence
of data.[10][18] However, if one were to take advantage of the use of classical to quantum mappings for zero-knowledge
proof and quantum decoherence (the loss of quantum coherence/information), an attacker would find that an observed
quantum state would lose information far too expo distally to find a classical mapping to the original data. Quantum
decoherence has been used to understand the possibility of the collapse of the wave function in quantum mechanics
[43], [44]. Decoherence does not generate actual wave-function collapse. It only provides a framework for apparent
wave-function collapse, as the quantum nature of the system "leaks'' into the environment [53]. Meaning that the wave
function of components is decoupled from a coherent quantum state and acquires different phases from their immediate
surroundings. Because of this property, users in our post-blockchain application are left with a near-zero probability
that an attacker would be able to figure out their classical mapping from a qubit state but ensured the existence of a
relatively straightforward theoretical classical to a quantum channel for zero-knowledge proof of work.
4.2.1 Data-cleaning and conversion
In this research, we lack access to a quantum computer and an inability to transmit data through classical to quantum
mapping, [42],[43],[44] but we can simulate a post-quantum blockchain structure using pseudo-quantum signals [2],
[3], [22]. The steps used in a classical mapping to pseudo quantum mapping are as follows:
We separate our generic person input into two raw arrays of qualitative and quantitative data to turn the associated
quantitative data into a quantum/pseudo quantum state. In the pseudo quantum channel, we convert any data into
numerical data. Data that was already identified as a float value remained; any binary string data such 'yes' or 'no' were
also numerically converted to simply 1's and 0's, and finally, any other such data (namely strings) was converted into
there hexadecimal ASCII values then converted numerically base 16.
Further data optimization could be done by taking the scientific notation of large values however, for the sake of data
collisions, data loss from the rounding error, and simplicity of data that will not be done; however one could decompose
substantial numerical values into an array of numerics as shown:
‘Hello

world’

→ 48656𝑐6𝑐6𝑓20776𝑓726𝑐64 → 87521618088882671231069284 →

87521 | 61808 | 88826 | 712310 | 69284
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The final step to converting the numeric data into a pseudo quantum signal is performed:

𝜃𝑖𝑗 =

𝜋(𝐴𝑖𝑗 +𝜇1 − 2𝜇2 )
6(𝜇1 −𝜇2 )

Where 𝜇1 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐴𝑖𝑗 ), 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜇2 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝐴𝑖𝑗 )

(4.2.1)

The following shows the generation of a random person object with associated data. The data is processed into a
numeric set than to a pseudo quantum signal and finally transmitted over a network via its byte array representation,
and:
Visit time | PatientID | Name | Age | Weight | Zipcode
| Number of covid shots | Number of tetanus shots | bmi | diabetes1test
| diabetes2test | Allergies | isWorking | mental health condition | heart rate | needs further medical assistance
| 20211128045305 | 88485 | Sylvia Hemingway | 15 | 328 | 38351 | 1 | 0 |
3.11 | no | yes | yes | yes | no | 85 | yes
| 2.021113 | 88485.0 | 7.033548 | 15.0 | 328.0 | 38351.0 | 1.0 | 0.0 | 3.11 | 0.0
| 0 | 1.0 | 1.0 | 1.0 | 0.0 | 85.0 | 1.0
[0.52361074 1.04719755 0.5236404 0.52368754 0.52553967 0.75053596
0.52360469 0.52359878 0.52361718 0.52359878 0.52360469 0.52360469
0.52360469 0.52359878 0.52410175 0.52360469]
b'\x80\x02cnumpy.core.multiarray\n_reconstruct\nq\x00cnumpy\nndarray\nq\x01K\x00\x85q\x02c_codecs\nen
code\nq\x03X\x01\x00\x00\x00bq\x04X\x06\x00\x00\x00latin1q\x05\x86q\x06Rq\x07\x87q\x08Rq\t(K\x01K
\x10\x85q\ncnumpy\ndtype\nq\x0bX\x02\x00\x00\x00f8q\x0c\x89\x88\x87q\rRq\x0e(K\x03X\x01\x00\x00\x
00<q\x0fNNNJ\xff\xff\xff\xffJ\xff\xff\xff\xffK\x00tq\x10b\x89h\x03X\xb7\x00\x00\x00\xc3\x8e4\xc3\xbbLk\xc
3\x81\xc3\xa0?es8R\xc3\x81\xc3\xb0?\xc2\xa6\xc2\xa7\xc3\x90\xc2\x80\xc2\xa9\xc3\x81\xc3\xa0?\xc3\xb3U)]\x0c\xc3\x82\
xc3\xa0?I\xc2\xbc\x17\xc2\x948\xc3\x91\xc3\xa0?\xc2\x8b\xc3\xb4\xc2\x9c\xc3\xbcc\x04\xc3\xa8?\x08\x0b
\x0b\xc2\xa1^\xc3\x81\xc3\xa0?es-8R\xc3\x81\xc3\xa0?N\xc3\x83:\xc3\x90x\xc3\x81\xc3\xa0?es8R\xc3\x81\xc3\xa0?\x08\x0b\x0b\xc2\xa1^\xc3\x81\xc3\xa0?\x08\x0b\x0b\xc2\xa1^\xc3\x81\xc3\xa0?\x08
\x0b\x0b\xc2\xa1^\xc3\x81\xc3\xa0?es8R\xc3\x81\xc3\xa0?\xc2\x87\xc3\x8c\xc3\x80\tq\xc3\x85\xc3\xa0?\x08\x0b\x0b\xc2\xa1^\xc3\x81\xc3\xa0
?q\x11h\x05\x86q\x12Rq\x13tq\x14b.'
[0.52361074 1.04719755 0.5236404 0.52368754 0.52553967 0.75053596
0.52360469 0.52359878 0.52361718 0.52359878 0.52360469 0.52360469
0.52360469 0.52359878 0.52410175 0.52360469]
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4.2.2 P2P network
Once we have acquired a quantum signal (or pseudo quantum signal), we must create a linked list of data blocks that
are maintained and accessible to all users in the network. Each block contains a timestamp, a quantum (or pseudo
quantum) representation of the data, and a unique tag identifier.
The protocol for packet quantum network intercommunication between multiple parties is a topic of active research.
In such a quantum network for a blockchain application, the quantum signal representation of the data will be generated
by the user several times [39] (the amount required to send to all the other peers in the network because of the nocloning rule) and then sent to all peers in the network; in which the network will attach a timestamp and a data tag for
verified blocks [48].
Classically, we implemented a simple peer to peer network by creating a centralized server and used socket
programming to communicate from a client peer to all other peers via a centralized server; however, in an actual
blockchain application, a centralized server would not exist, but this was sufficient to test the central concept of our
algorithm. A socket can be used to send arbitrary numbers of bytes typically called payload over a network [48].
In our experiments, we first converted the data into a pseudo quantum signal ( represented by a NumPy array in python)
which is then converted to a byte array for sending over a socket. Then, the byte array was converted back to the data's
pseudo quantum signal representation on the receiving side.

4.3 Color QR Code Embedding Process
Steganography is the practice of concealing a message within another message or physical image often concealed by a
computer file, message, image, or video. The advantage of messages that are transmitted using steganography is that
the intended secret message does not attract attention to itself. Because of their nature, color QRs lend themselves to a
valuable key to steganography-based applications. In our paper, we use an RGB-color QR code that stores more
information than a standard QR code, with the ability to embed extra data with limited access privileges and with the
same readability as the unembedded image. [2][22] We show how we can embed and extract both files and images into
a color QR code [23] using pseudo-quantum steganography with limited accessibility and complete concealment for the
intent of digital signature encryption information.
4.3.1 Creation and embedding
We first generate three QR codes that individually encode data, then uniquely color each QR. For example, as shown
below, we generate a red color QR code encoding a name, a green color QR encoding a patient ID, and a blue color QR
encoding date of birth.

qrRed.add_data('NAME:SONOK')
qrGreen.add_data('PATIENTID:784901')
qrBlue.add_data('DATE OF BIRTH: JAN 21 2005')
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Fig. 16. Color QRs encoding data.
Once we have obtained three separate color QRs, we can merge the 3 QRs into an RGB color QR code. This is done by
taking the red color channel of the red-colored QR, the blue color channel of the blue-colored QR, and the green channel
of the green-colored QR, then merging to form a three-dimensional color QR image, and now we can start the pseudoquantum steganography process [22].
\img = Image.merge('RGB', (redChannelOfRedQR,greenChannelOfGreenQR,

blueChannelOfBlueQR)) # PYTHON ENVIRONMENT
img.imshow()
watermark.imshow()

Fig. 17. Watermark and unwatermarked RGB color QR.
The following image is the watermarked color QR code. Because of the low embedding intensity, a color QR reader will
read the watermarked image as if it was an unwatermarked image.
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imshow(waterMarkedImageE1) % MATLAB CODE, embedding intensity e = .001
imshow(waterMarkedImageE2) % MATLAB CODE, embedding intensity e = .01
imshow(waterMarkedImageE3) % MATLAB CODE, embedding intensity e = .1

Fig. 18. Embedded images with intensity of .001 and.01.

Fig. 19. Embedded images with intensity of .1.

Estimation of the embedding intensity 𝜀: Since 𝑐𝑜𝑠 −1 has a domain [0,1] according to our pseudo-quantum embedding
scheme 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑤,𝑚𝑛 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑚𝑛 + 𝜀 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼𝑚𝑛 ≤ 1 meaning𝜀 ≤

1−𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑚𝑛
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑚𝑛

.

Since the linear transform to convert input data into an angle signal has a range of [𝜋/6, 𝜋/3]means that
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑚𝑛 𝜖 [1/2 , √3/2]and 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑚𝑛 𝜖 [1/2 , √3/2]; therefore [2][3][22]

𝜀≤

1−𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑚𝑛
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑚𝑛

≤

1−√3/2
√3/2

=

2√3
3

− 1 ≈ .154

(4.3.1)
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4.3.2 Extraction and testing

imshow(watermarkE1) % MATLAB CODE, embedding intensity e = .001
imshow(watermarkE2) % MATLAB CODE, embedding intensity e = .01
imshow(watermarkE3) % MATLAB CODE, embedding intensity e = .1

Fig. 20. Recovered images with different intensities.
In this research, we use the following methods to express the quality of our steganography [3] schema...
Mean square error (MSE): One method is MSE or Mean square error. The MSE measures the quality of an estimator.
MSE is derived as the average of the squares of the errors per pixel, in this case, an RGB color barcode.

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =

1
𝑀𝑁

∑𝑚
𝑖𝑆1

∑𝑛𝑗=1

(𝐼𝑖𝑗 − 𝐾𝑖𝑗 )2 ,

(3.4.2)

such that 𝐼𝑖𝑗 represent the matrix representation of the original image and 𝐾𝑖𝑗 represents the representation of the
stegnafied color matrix.
Peak Signal-to-Noise ratio (PSNR): Another method to test the quality of the steganography scheme for images is
PSNR (Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio). The PSNR of two signals is an expression for the ratio between the greatest moment
intensity of a signal and the largest moment intensity of distorting noise that affects the quality of its representation.
The PSNR is expressed in terms of the decibel scale, which is logarithmic. For example, the mathematical expression for
PSNR of an RGB color barcode (read as 3 stacked 2-d matrices) is:

𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (

𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑉𝑎𝑙2
√𝑀𝑆𝐸

)

(3.4.3)
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Relative similarity (RS): The final method to test the quality of the steganography scheme for images is RS (relative
similarity of two images). For images 𝐼1 ,𝐼2 is defined by:

𝑅𝑆(𝐼1 , 𝐼2 ) = 1 −

‖𝐼2 −𝐼1 ‖1

(3.4.4)

‖𝐼1 ‖1

Table 2: Embedding Intensity of .001.
EMBEDDING
𝜺 = . 𝟎𝟎𝟏

(RAN

100

Original image versus

Watermark

verus

Original image verus

embedded image

recovered watermark

recovered image

40.3771

peak

0.8137

TIMES)
Avg Peak Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (PSNR)

signal-to-noise

ratio inf

Avg Mean Squared Error

3.1379

0

0.8291

1.0007

.9994

-2.0021

(MSE)
Average

Relative

Similarity (RS)

Table 3: Embedding Intensity of .01.
EMBEDDING
𝜺 = . 𝟎𝟏

(RAN

100

Original image versus

Watermark

verus

Original image verus

embedded image

recovered watermark

recovered image

20.3211

peak

0.8025

TIMES)
Avg Peak Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (PSNR)

signal-to-noise

ratio inf

Avg Mean Squared Error

308.1951

0

0.8037

1.0071

1.003

-2.1034

(MSE)
Average

Relative

Similarity (RS)

Table 4: Embedding Intensity of .1.
EMBEDDING
𝜺 = .𝟏

(RAN

100

Original image versus

Watermark

verus

embedded image

recovered watermark

Original image verus
recovered image

TIMES)
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Avg Peak Signal-to-Noise

peak

signal-to-noise

0.8374

Ratio (PSNR)

-0.3531

ratio inf

Avg Mean Squared Error

1.4554e+04

0

0.8191

1.0763

1.001

-1.987

(MSE)
Average

Relative

Similarity (RS)

4.4 Image Encryption Implementation
One of the quintessen tial features of all blockchain applications is the usage of digital signature technology. A digital
signature is a mathematical technique used to validate a user's authenticity and integrity in a distributed network to
send a message, document, software, transaction, etc. These mathematical functions, such as the widely used RSA
scheme, often rely on the difficulty of factoring large numbers but the ease of multiplying numbers. However, because
of the use of quantum algorithms, namely Shor's algorithm, one could use quantum mechanics to generate a polynomialtime quantum computer algorithm for integer factorization [11].
We propose a post-quantum digital signature technology to verify the authenticity of users in a network by creating an
optical encryption scheme for image security under a double random phase encoding mechanism coupled with
enhanced complexity and immunity in the Fresnel domain [34].
We use the following plain-color QR (encoded with 'Sonok') and the results of the double random phase encoding, in
the Fresnel domain, [23] to support our proposed method. In order to decrypt the image, the mechanism requires the
encrypted image itself, the random phase mask, the Fresnel propagation parameters, and the amplitude truncation and
phase truncation of the image.

Fig. 21. Encoded QR code.
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Fig. 22. Phase only mask of QR code.

Fig. 23. Randomly generated intensity image.

Fig. 24. Phase of RIM.
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Fig. 25. Amplitude of image.

Fig. 26. Decrypted RIM.

Fig. 27. The final recovered image.
This image, which was converted into the POM using the modified G-S phase retrieval algorithm in the FrT domain, the
G-S phase retrieval algorithm, used Fresnel propagation with wavelength λ= 632 nm, propagation distance z = 50 mm.
During the encryption process, the same wavelength was used as the G-S algorithm but with the free-space propagation
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distances being 50 and 55 mm, respectively. Due to the nature of the Fresnel transform, the 𝑀𝑆𝐸 < 10−7 for all
recovered images and were most likely due to errors in computing. Together with the use of image steganography, the
applications in digital signature technology and encryption are apparent. Color images (including color QR codes) can
be implemented in a similar fashion using separate color channels.

5. Conclusions and Future Research
In this article, we developed three security schemes to develop a quantum computing-resistant blockchain application.
The first security scheme we developed was the use of classical to quantum mappings for zero-knowledge proof of data.
This first proposed security scheme was done in accordance with finding a solution to Grover’s algorithm’s effect on
hashing. In this research, we were able to mathematically and quantum mechanically prove the post-quantum nature
of the qubit representations of classical data. We were also able to explore methods of data encryption and network
storage using quantum mechanical properties. Classically we used a pseudo-quantum representation to illustrate a
peer-to-peer network that’s able to send, receive, encode, and decode pseudo-quantum signals of classical data. The
second security scheme proposed was an optical encryption scheme for information security under the basic double
random phase encoding framework using enhanced complexity and immunity in the Fresnel domain. This was done to
tackle the problems created by Shor’s algorithm and digital signature technology. In this research we mathematically
and programmatically show the encryption of an image using a phase retrieval algorithm, double fresnel transforms,
and a phase-only mask along with the reverse encryption with low error rates. The final mechanism that we used was
used with the intent to enhance the security and information-carrying capability of the optical encryption scheme. In
this research, we proposed a wavelet-based steganography scheme for increased storage, concealment, and limited
accessibility. We used a wavelet domain to transmit pseudo-quantum signals in RGB color QRs for robust and secure
data encryption capabilities. In the future, more research and testing can go into the creation and optimization of
classical to quantum channels for possible applications such as in improving the hash network system found in nearly
all blockchain applications. Additionally, a major goal is to create a robust implementable blockchain application for
usages such as crypto exchange, housing information, user data, medical information, voting data, and the numerous
and diverse number of applications that implement blockchain. Finally, our team would hope to test, optimize, and
chaos test our results using both classical decryption algorithms and quantum decryption algorithms.
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7. Appendix
Open
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all

mechanisms

coded

in

MATLAB

and

python
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